The Fallacies of Our Mind – IV
Kenneth Mendonca
‘Mythbusters’ is a popular Australian-American TV show which, for 16 seasons, investigated various myths or
science-defying scenes from TV shows, movies, or from around the world. Ultimately their findings were
labelled as ‘Confirmed’, ‘Plausible’ or ‘Busted’. On similar lines, under the ‘Fallacies of Our Mind’ series, we
have been investigating heuristics that are hard-coded in our minds. In the current chapter of this series, we
test a long-lasting convention - Buy Cheap, Avoid Expensive.
Price to earnings multiple (P/E) and Price to Book multiple (P/B) are some of the primary tools used by analysts
to value stocks. However, more often than not, investors look at historical earnings and price multiples to
estimate value and future performance. However, historical performance is not a good indicator of how
multiples change over time, rather they are determined by the expected future cash flows of a business.
Cigar butt investing, an investing strategy once propounded, quite successfully, by the greats such as Benjamin
Graham and Walter Schloss, involves investing in companies which are trading much below their book value.
Purchasing such businesses at a significant discount offers a margin of safety (optically) and the potential to
make decent returns once the gap between the price paid and the value narrows or if the business liquidates
for a higher value. These investors expect mean reversion will occur which will cause a re-rating in the stock.
Such a strategy works well when the markets are cheap and there are a lot of low priced opportunities
available. Further, given that a large number of cheap stocks usually represent troubled businesses, such a
strategy would require one to ignore business quality (except for times when a quality business is undergoing
a short-term stress). However, the very act of ignoring the quality of the business may create a risk, as
expounded by Warren Buffet in his 1989 letter to shareholders:
First, the original "bargain" price probably will not turn out to be such a steal after all. In a
difficult business, no sooner is one problem solved than another surfaces - never is there
just one cockroach in the kitchen. Second, any initial advantage you secure will be quickly
eroded by the low return that the business earns. For example, if you buy a business for $8
million that can be sold or liquidated for $10 million and promptly take either course, you
can realize a high return. But the investment will disappoint if the business is sold for $10
million in ten years and in the interim has annually earned and distributed only a few
percent on cost. Time is the friend of the wonderful business, the enemy of the mediocre.
You might think this principle is obvious, but I had to learn it the hard way - in fact, I had to
learn it several times over. Shortly after purchasing Berkshire, I acquired a Baltimore
department store, Hochschild Kohn, buying through a company called Diversified Retailing
that later merged with Berkshire. I bought at a substantial discount from book value, the
people were first-class, and the deal included some extras - unrecorded real estate values
and a significant LIFO inventory cushion. How could I miss? So-o-o - three years later I was
lucky to sell the business for about what I had paid. After ending our corporate marriage to
Hochschild Kohn, I had memories like those of the husband in the country song, "My Wife
Ran Away With My Best Friend and I Still Miss Him a Lot."
In order to minimise such a risk, the investor will have to hold a highly diversified portfolio of securities.
Additionally, given that the strategy bets on a mean reversion over the short term, rather than over many
years, the investor faces a high re-investment risk. Net-net, while buying cheap works, it requires a very high
effort on the part of the investor in having to find a large number of cheap stocks all the time. As mentioned
earlier, while such a strategy might work favourably in the cases of a sharp downturn in the markets (in which
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case the investor’s willingness to invest may be extremely low, although that is a separate discussion
altogether), the investor may struggle as markets start to rise.
On the other hand, the long-term investor that invests in high quality businesses, need not worry about
reinvestments, so long as the business continues to deliver on his expectations. However, it is generally
believed that high quality businesses seldom trade cheap. Should the investor then ignore valuations
altogether and focus only on quality or should the investor look for high growth businesses so that the earnings
growth makes the valuations look cheap in the future (p-e-g ratio)?
Ignoring valuations can be detrimental to portfolio returns. While business quality can prevent a permanent
loss of capital over the medium term, extreme valuations can lead to sub-optimal returns in the near term.
While in ‘Predictions, Timing, and Time in Market’ we noted that ‘good quality businesses, even if bought at
the peak of the subprime crisis, would have given enviable returns till date’, we note that such returns have
come over a period of 7-8 years.
On chasing higher earnings growth to justify higher valuations, consider the following:
Figure 1: Historical Financial Performance (FY11-17)
FY11
YOY Sales Growth (%)
43
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21
48
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39
21
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FY13
26
20
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25
22
65

FY15
30
21
62

FY16
16
21
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FY17
19
21
60

Source: AceEquity, Tamohara

The above table is a small extract of Page Industries’ journey in India. What we can notice is that the company’s
high growth phase started tapering off after FY15 into a moderate growth phase. However, throughout these
phases, the company has maintained steady operating margins and ROCE.
Figure 2: Historical Metrics (FY11-17)
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Conventional wisdom suggests that high growth companies should have high P/Es and low growth companies
should have low P/Es. However, the above chart would suggest otherwise. The P/E ascribed to the company
skyrocketed despite sales growth tapering off. One will notice that the company’s free cash flow conversion
significantly improved in the second phase. This would explain the company getting re-rated despite its sales
growth slowing down.
You would re-collect that we carried out a similar exercise in ‘Cash is King’ where we demonstrated cash flows
are a better return metric than profit margins or sales growth alone.
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Thus, on a trailing basis, Page Industries has never been cheap and yet, it has displayed robust earnings growth
consistently. An investor would have missed out on an 81x wealth creation journey since 2007 if they had
avoided the stock because it was expensive.
While Page Industries is an oft used example, it is not an isolated case study. The following quality stocks have
been staunch wealth creators while continuing to remain expensive.
Figure 3: Comparative Financial Performance (FY10-17)

Asian Paints Ltd
Berger Paints India Ltd
Bosch Ltd
Castrol India Ltd
Colgate-Palmolive (India) Ltd
Hindustan Unilever Ltd
Pidilite Industries Ltd
Procter & Gamble Hygiene & Health Care Ltd
Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd
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28
27
26
27
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28
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30%
35%
20%
16%
20%
15%
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27%
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Source: AceEquity, Tamohara | * Does not include dividends; Data upto 31 March 2017

Rarely in real life will you find compounders for cheap. However, what may look expensive on the basis of
earnings, may not eventually be that expensive if cash flows are accounted for. Eventually, even Warren
Buffett, after meeting Charlie Munger, moved on from cigar butt investing. For decades now, Berkshire
Hathaway’s investing style involves looking for high quality businesses with durability of earnings and being
willing to pay a premium for it. The following is an extract from the same 1989 letter to shareholders:
It's far better to buy a wonderful company at a fair price than a fair company at a wonderful
price. Charlie understood this early; I was a slow learner. But now, when buying companies
or common stocks, we look for first-class businesses accompanied by first-class
managements.
Until next month…
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Tamohara Investment Managers Private Limited (“Tamohara”) and is provided to
you for information only. This document does not constitute a prospectus, offer, invitation or solicitation and is not
intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation of the investment product or any other matters discussed in this
document. This document is made available to you because Tamohara believes that you have sufficient knowledge,
experience and/or professional advice to understand and make your own independent evaluation of the risks and
rewards of the investments and/or other matters discussed in this document and to make your own independent decision
whether to implement the same. Any view expressed in the document is generic and not a personal recommendation
and/or advice. It does not consider your risk tolerance, financial situation, knowledge and experience. Please discuss with
your investment advisor if you seek advice on whether the proposed investment products are appropriate for you. The
investments discussed in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Investments are subject to market risk.
There can be no assurance or guarantee that any investment will achieve any particular return. Unless expressly stated,
products are not guaranteed by Tamohara or their affiliates or any government entity. Past performance is not necessarily
an indicator of future performance. Actual results may vary significantly from the forward-looking statements contained
in this document due to various risks and uncertainties, including the effect of economic and political conditions in India
and outside India, volatility in interest rates and the securities market, new regulations and government policies that may
impact the business of Tamohara as well as its ability to implement the strategy. The information contained in this
document has been obtained from sources that Tamohara believes are reliable but Tamohara do not represent or warrant
that it is accurate or complete, and such information may be incomplete or condensed. Neither Tamohara, nor any
affiliate, nor any of their respective officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any
direct or consequential loss arising from any upon this document or its contents, or for any omission. The views in this
document are generally those of Tamohara and are subject to change without notice, and Tamohara has no obligation
to update its views or the information in this document. Tamohara or its affiliates may have acted upon or have made
use of material in this document prior to its publication. Tamohara does not provide legal or tax advice and should you
deem it necessary to obtain such advice, you should approach independent professional tax or legal advisors to obtain
the same. This document is confidential and may not be reproduced or disclosed (in whole or part) to any other person
without our prior written permission. The manner of distribution of this document and the availability of the products
may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries and persons who come into possession of this document are
required to inform themselves of and observe such restrictions. This document is not directed to, nor intended for
distribution or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where the publication or availability of this
document or such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, including for the avoidance of doubt
the US. The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in India or in any other
jurisdiction. If you have any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent
professional advice. The product strategies mentioned in the document may change depending upon the market
conditions and the same may not be relevant in future. The sector(s)/stock(s)/issuer(s) mentioned in this document do
not constitute any recommendation of the same and Tamohara or its directors, officers, partners or employees may or
may not have any position in these sector(s)/stock(s)/issuer(s).
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